FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
One People Provides Free American Flag Sets for DASH LaGrange Homes
LAGRANGE, Georgia (December 3, 2021) – One People Flags, Inc., a nonprofit organization that provides free
American flag sets for display on homes in order to help unite our communities, has given away free flag sets to
residents in DASH LaGrange homes. DASH LaGrange was formed in 2002, and the founder of One People, J. Hillyer
Jennings, is a LaGrange native.
DASH LaGrange provides dependable, affordable, sustainable housing to those who need it, particularly in the
Hillside neighborhood of LaGrange. Nate Crawford, the Executive Director of DASH, Sam Craig, the Director of
Development of DASH, and Mr. Jennings, the founder and Executive Director of One People, personally installed
the flags for DASH residents who requested a free flag from One People.
Mr. Jennings, an attorney at King & Spalding LLP, founded One People earlier this year with a simple mission to
provide free U.S. flag sets to as many homeowners/residents as possible who might not otherwise have a flag. Mr.
Jennings said, “At a time when our country is particularly divided, One People wants to provide a sense of
togetherness, belonging and community. I love LaGrange, and it means so much to be able to give back to this city
in some small way. We are honored to be partnering with DASH, which has been doing fantastic work here for almost
two decades.”
“When Hillyer first reached out to us at DASH with this idea and explained One People’s unification mission, it was
a no-brainer to offer the free flags to DASH residents,” said Mr. Crawford, who first joined DASH in 2018. “We
could see and hear the excitement from the residents today as we installed the flags, and the flags look great.”
The Hillside neighborhood certainly has a new look with the red, white and blue accenting many of the DASH
residences in a beautiful scene. The American Dream may take a different shape for every single American, but Old
Glory is a great reminder of how Americans are always stronger together.
About One People
One People’s goal is to bring America together, one flag at a time. One People Flags, Inc. is a non-profit charitable
organization that provides free American flag sets for display on homes in order to unite our communities under a
banner that belongs to all of us. Through a combination of partnerships and the generosity of donors, the Stars &
Stripes proudly flies on the fronts of many more American homes as One People works to execute its mission. Plus,
10% of donations to One People go to Atlanta-area homeless organizations to provide assistance to those not fortunate
enough to have a home of their own.
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